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During the 1984 - 1985 austral summer (18 November to 22
January), operations were carried out from two base camps:
Crary Ice Rise camp and upstream B. Seven airlifted stations
were occupied by Twin Otter from Crary Ice Rise camp and 16
from upstream B.

Radar program. About 100 kilometers of ground profiling was
carried out around Crary Ice Rise camp and near the grounding
zones of nearby ice rumples. An additional 200 kilometers of
profiling was conducted along new grid lines at upstream B. Ice
thicknesses were also measured on the surface at all 22 airlifted
stations; at many of the stations, polarization and echo-strength
data also were collected.

An extensive airborne radar program was conducted. New
35-megahertz antennas mounted under the wings of the Twin
Otter worked well, as did the mounting and hook-up for the
electronic package in the cabin. Twenty hours (4,000 kilometers)
of flying were completed from Crary Ice Rise camp and 65 hours
(14,000 kilometers) from upstream B. Areas covered included
the grid northwest corner of the Ross Ice Shelf; Crary Ice Rise;
ice streams A, B, and C; the ridges between the ice streams; and
Siple ice dome. Particular attention was paid to the grounding
zones in both stream-flow and sheet-flow areas. (See figure for
location of stations and radar flight lines.)

A new 80-megahertz monopulse radar unit (CSSI SIR-8) was
used to sound the upper 100 meters of the ice on ice streams B
and C, especially to map buried crevasses. About 200 kilo-
meters of profiling were completed on each ice stream. An
interesting aspect of those surveys was the discovery that cre-
vasses were just as numerous, although somewhat more deeply
buried (35 meters vs. 15 meters), on ice stream C as on ice
stream B near upstream B. If we assume that the crevasses in ice
stream C were at the surface when the ice stream shut down, we
can estimate from the depth of burial that that event occurred
about 250 years ago.

A data-acquisition system that features two high-speed ana-
log-to-digital converters, a high-speed large-capacity tape
drive, and distributed intelligence was field-tested at upstream
B. Tests were made on the gain characteristics and common-

mode noise rejection of the amplifier, the containment of elec-
tromagnetic interference emitted from digital components, and
the power consumption of the system. In addition, tests were
performed to check the improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio as a function of the number of stacked radar pings. System
software evaluations included tests of real-time stacking and
playback support as well as postsurvey display routines.

A ground survey was carried out using the digital recorder
with an SPRI Mark iv 50-megahertz ice-sounding radar unit.
Preliminary results from tests of data repeatability, recorder
survivability, and system fault recovery, all indicate that the
recorder performs well in this deployment mode.

Seismic shooting. At Crary Ice Rise camp a medium length
refraction profile was shot along magnetic azimuth 030°. Five
shots at distances ranging from 15 to 30 kilometers were record-
ed. Analysis of these data indicates about 21/2 kilometers of
sedimentary cover over basement rock; compressional ve-
locities in the basement are 5 to 6 kilometers per second.

The upstream B area was studied by two seismic methods.
First, a 9 x 1 kilometer swath across the ice stream was covered
by a three-dimensional high-resolution seismic reflection pro-
file. The reflection survey was designed particularly to study
the characteristics of a low-seismic-velocity layer beneath the ice
stream discovered in 1983 - 1984. Second, an extension of the
1983 - 1984 long-refraction profile to 50 kilometers was made.
Preliminary analysis of these data shows the presence of more
than 4 kilometers of sedimentary rock over basement. The
compressional velocity in the basement is again in the 5 to 6
kilometers per second range, as at Crary Ice Rise camp. Deeper
refracting horizons that have velocities greater than 6.5 kilo-
meters per second have been identified tentatively, as has a
reflection from the M discontinuity at a depth of about 25
kilometers.

Gravity. Gravity readings were made at 28 sites, including
both airlifted and ground-traverse stations, by the University of
Wisconsin group. In addition, readings were made at 37 other
airlifted stations by members of the Ohio State party. At up-
stream B, the existing gravity survey was extended by another
50 kilometers of profile lines. In addition, the quarter-century-
long series of gravity ties between South Pole and McMurdo
Stations was extended to 26 years by measurements made both
at the beginning and at the end of the season.

Ice coring. Cores 8 to 10 meters long were collected from 17
airlifted stations-6 from Crary Ice Rise camp and 11 from
upstream B. Cores will be examined at Ohio State for 3-activity
to yield snow accumulation rates; some will also be examined at
Wisconsin for crystalline structure. The area covered includes
the grid northwest corner of the Ross Ice Shelf (where data were
scanty and a steep geographical gradient in accumulation rate is
likely), ice streams A and B and the ridge between them, and
upstream of ice stream B. Our collection complements that
made on ice stream B by the Ohio State group. The core quality
was excellent, and the cores were returned without damage.
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Map of the GSIRE field area, Sipie and Gould Coasts. Base camps are indicated by triangles, University of Wisconsin (UW) surface stations by
solid circles, and UW radar flights by solid lines. The base camps are upstream B (UB), downstream B (DB), upstream C (UC), downstream C
(DC), and Crary Ice Rise camp (at the grid northwest end of Crary Ice Rise). J9 is the site of the RISP drilling activities. Also shown, for reference,
are: Ohio State University stations, open circles; National Aeronautics and Space Administration stations, open squares; RIGGS radar flight
lines, dotted lines. Shaded areas denote ice streams and their downstream continuation on the Ross ice Shelf; the wavy-line symbols indicate
heavily crevassed zones, at or below the surface. "C.I.R." stands for Crary Ice Rise; "A" and "a" are also ice rises.

Temperature measurements were made at the bottom of all the
core holes.

Position fixing and surveying. Magnavox MX1502 geoceivers
were employed to obtain accurate positions at 29 airlifted and
ground-traverse stations. Seven of these were on the ice shelf
and were occupied for half a day. The remainder, on the inland
ice, were occupied for a day or more. The magnetic tape record-

ings all appeared, from field sampling, to be of high quality.
The leveling lines of the survey grid established in the 1983-

1984 season were extended by a total of 50 kilometers.
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